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acoustic architecture

The physical properties of a space described in the language of sound physics1.

How do spaces speak and how do we hear them?

People are able to perceive the size of spaces through sound alone2 using reverberation 

time as an important cue3,4. Increasing a background noise can make an isolated sound 

feel closer5.

reverberation time (t60): time required for a sound to decrease by 60 dB from its 

original level6; time it takes for a sound to “die away.” Hard/reflective surfaces and 

larger spaces generally create long reverberation times; soft/absorptive surfaces and 

smaller spaces generally create short reverberation times.

echo: distinct reflection that reaches the ear ≥ 50 milliseconds after the direct sound7.

Live vs. dead spaces: spaces with reverberation (live, “wet”) vs. spaces without 

reverberation (dead, “dry”).

acoustic shadow: area shielded from sound source due to an obstruction.

auraL architecture 

The emotional, behavioral, and visceral response to the sounds produced in and altered 

by space (the experiential)1.

How do we listen to spaces?

sensation: transforming the detection of physical sound waves (e.g., a loud bang that 

is 120 dB and 100 Hz) into neural signals.

Perception/interpretation: processing raw sensation into meaningful awareness of 

that sound (e.g., recognizing the loud bang as thunder).

Sound localization: brain using differences in sound between the ears to 

determine location of sound source8 (see diagrams on the right).

high-impact emotional listening: viscerally responding to a sound. This can vary 

widely due to personal associations and meanings (e.g., thunder triggering excitement 

for a farmer but anxiety for someone who lost their home in a storm).

interaural time Difference
At low frequencies a sound will 
hit one ear before the other. The 
brain uses time difference to 
locate the sound.8

interaural Loudness Difference
At high frequencies an acoustic 
shadow will make the further ear 
receive a softer sound. Intensity 
difference locates the sound.8

sensing objects 
through sound
An object blocking 
a sound creates 
a perceivable 
acoustic shadow. 
In a process similar 
to echolocation, 
humans can sense 
objects through 
reflections.

We investigated the interacting effects of hearing and 
vision on the perception of a space. First as a blind 
control (hearing only), participants heard clapping that 
sounded either dry or reverberant. Then using virtual 
reality, participants heard the same sounds while being 
immersed in either a relatively small or large abstracted 
space. Participants then rated the relative perceived size 
and other qualities of the room. This was repeated and 
alternated with a silent room used as a reference for size.

Data indicate that vision dominated hearing; perceived 
qualities of space mostly depended on visual stimuli. 
However, especially when participants were blind, 
reverberation made a space feel significantly bigger and 
more public.

Space Reverberation Time (seconds)9,10

Office 0.4 − 0.7

Bedroom 0.5

Bathroom 0.5 − 2.0

Restaurant 0.7 − 0.8

Music rehearsal 0.9 − 1.2

Concert hall 1.2 − 2.5

Cathedral 2.0 − 5.0
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